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  ABSTRACT  

He primary subject matter of this case concerns Often referred to as \\\"supplier 

finance\\\" or dealer credit facility, encourages collaboration between buyers and sellers & 

reduce lead time of credit sales. This counters the conflict that typically arises between two 

parties doing credit sales transaction, as under traditional circumstances, buyers attempt to 

delay payment, while sellers look to be paid as soon as possible. The case appropriate for 

first year graduate level.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Fauji Fertilizer Company Limited (FFC) is the largest urea manufacturer in the 

country. It was a joint venture between Fauji Foundation (a leading charitable trust in 

Pakistan) and Haldor Topsoe A/S of Denmark. It has largest fertilizer marketing network in 

Pakistan which markets nearly 3.5 million metric tons of fertilizer per annum. 

The primary subject matter of this case concerns Often referred to as "supplier 

finance" or “dealer credit facility”, encourages collaboration between buyers and sellers & 

reduce lead time of credit sales Sulehri & Khurshid et al., This counters the conflict that 

typically arises between two parties doing credit sales transaction, as under traditional 

circumstances, buyers attempt to delay payment, while sellers look to be paid as soon as 

possible. The case appropriate for first year graduate level Desk, (2024). 

In Year 2022, Mr. Mumtaz Hussain, Qualified Chartered Accountant having 

diversified professional exposure of more than 20 years in top rated multinational groups 

Grant Thornton International, Unilever in the fields of Financial Operations, Financial 

Reporting & Commercial Finance with specialty in SAP (FICO) operational and 

development experience, identified the problem arising in traditional credit sales channels of 

high lead time and slow conversions to sales, he addressed the problem by introducing Dealer 

credit facility (Supply chain financing) in the company, where basic model was that customer 

and bank has a credit agreement instead of company, bank transfer funds to company and 

company provides product (fertilizer) to customer. Which played a pivotal role in improving 

sales of company reduced lead times and capturing market share Hofmann, (2011). 

PROBLEM WITH TRADITIONAL CAHNNELS OF CREDIT SALES  

In era of technology where modern technology is being adopted and large 

corporations are competing for market share, a problem was arising that Physical Bank 

guarantees for credit sale were taking too much time and effort to materialize into actual sales 

Gelsomino & Mangiaracina et al., (2016). 
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Bank guarantees were written physically on stamp papers and attested, then they were 

dispatched to finance department from customer’s city, it could take up to 5 working days to 

reach finance department. This practice was being used for more than a decade, it was 

embedded in company system properly, but the time consumed in process was too much and 

was resulting in in-efficiency. 

Bank guarantees were properly red by a team at finance department, any 

discrepancies were highlighted and communicated with the sales team and customers, they 

were then returned for correction and the whole process could take up to 10 days. The time 

for creating a physical guarantee and actual sales being made was way more than desirable 

taking up to 15 days, process was complex and needed to be monitored carefully by team. 

Implementation 

Supply chain finance is a set of tech-based business and financing processes that 

lower costs and improve efficiency for the parties involved in a transaction, it provides short-

term credit that optimizes working capital for both the buyers and the sellers. 

Customer negotiate terms of credit with the Banks, and recommendation is provided 

by company to include customers with strong sales record. Bank transfer funds to company 

account and fertilizer was provided to customer. No paperwork is involved at companies end 

while minimum documentation is required by the Bank which reduce processing time to 24 

hrs Zhan & Chen (2018). 

In first phase Bank Al-Falah was added to provide credit facility, few customers were 

selected to test the project. 

As testing resulted in success more and more customers were added to the list, further 

other banks were also showing interest in this program, as the list grew another bank was 

added, now Habib Bank Limited was also part of this project. Figure 1. 

 
 

FIGURE 1 

SUPPLY CHAIN FINANCING SALE 

RESULTS 

This resulted in less pressure on credit sales team, sales officers were eased as there 

was no paperwork involved. The project becomes a success and more and more customers 

wanted to be part of dealer credit facility. 

This program was started in November 2022 and within a year Rs.17 Billion sales 

were made through this facility, the process of dealer’s willingness to avail the credit and 

sales was reduced to 2 days. 
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Due to adaptation of new process, time and effort was reduced. This process is far 

more efficient than traditional channels of credit sale, the future is for those who move with 

changing technology and adapt to changing environment and forgo old ways that are non-

efficient. In future more, banks are willing to be added for this facility to disburse credit to 

customers of Fauji Fertilizer Company. 

In conclusion, Fauji Fertilizer Company Limited's adoption of supply chain finance 

has proven instrumental in overcoming traditional credit sales challenges. Through 

innovative partnerships with banks and the integration of digital banking technologies, FFC 

successfully reduced lead times, increased sales efficiency, and enhanced overall 

competitiveness. This strategic initiative not only demonstrates FFC's commitment to 

innovation but also sets a precedent for industry-wide transformation, emphasizing the 

importance of embracing technology-driven solutions to drive sustainable growth in today's 

dynamic business environment. 
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